
QUESTION: What Bible Version Should I Use?
Before answering the question, the important thing, in relation to the Kingdom and the New Covenant, is that
you don’t need to read any Bible. The facts are that Jesus never came to set up the Christian religion and he
never came to introduce a new sacred book. Under the New Covenant, believers are sons of the Kingdom
who have spiritual communication with the Trinity.1 

The 1st century believers in the ekklesia were mystical people who had access to hidden spiritual knowledge
that the Trinity shared with them and not with others – that was the Gospel and the Kingdom. They learnt
from the Spirit and from spiritually mature believers (e.g. the Apostles, Paul, local elders, etc.) and from the
revelations that they each received. This wasn’t an unguided, free-for-all,  it  was knowledge gained from
prophetic revelation and with built-in correction. The correction system included discernment, assessing each
others revelatory knowledge, and spiritual oversight from plural eldership of mature believers.

Despite the pressure from church leaders today to get all your knowledge from the Bible, that wasn’t the
intention of the Trinity when they re-introduced the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth. It was not an instruction
from Jesus and it was not enforced by the Apostles or Paul. The placement of the Bible as the only source of
spiritual knowledge came from the Reformation2 in the 16th century as a way of shutting out papal decrees,
the  infallibility  of  the  Pope  and  eliminating  the  clergy  as  the  only  source  of  spiritual  knowledge.  The
followers  of  Luther  invented  sola  scriptura (“scripture  alone”)  and  it’s  stuck  with  protestants  and
evangelicals ever since.

The fear is that if we give up sola scriptura then we’ll move into error. That’s a fear-based assumption, not a
Kingdom directive or principle.3 Paradoxically, what Christians don’t understand is that they are already in
error by creating, sustaining and propagating the Christian religion. There was no instruction from Heaven
(i.e. no apostolic blueprint) to create that entity, nor for all the religious activities, taboos and protocols that
go with it. 

To move on in the Kingdom we must ‘kill off’ sola scriptura.4 That also includes the use of the term “Word
of God” for the Bible, which the 1st century believers never referred to it by that name.5 To them ‘The Word’
was The Son – nothing more. That means, we must operate as we are supposed to in the Kingdom and rely on
the words of our King, not written words from 2 millennia ago and beyond. The King’s word (“my word”6)
must be what we receive, look for, love and comply with.7 That’s because ‘the word of God’ comes from the
Trinity, not a book or another person.8

It’s true that we can get rhema (inspiration from the Spirit) by reading the Bible, but that’s a third-rate way of
receiving communication from the Trinity. The New Covenant is about family and intimate relationships with
the Trinity.9 That means “the Word of God” is everything he says to us, both personally and corporately.10

The word of the God is everything that God has said, is saying and will say. Full stop.

So, if you must read the Bible to get spiritual insight, then that’s OK. It’s not what Father intended, but he
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will use that if it’s all he has to connect with you. 

Far superior  to  that  is  receiving teaching from an apostolic and/or  prophetic  person who has  a  genuine
apostolic mantle or prophetic mantle, and who is accurate in hearing what the Spirit has to say. That was the
Apostles’ and Paul’s mode of teaching. They wrote personal letters (epistles) to the early believers and they
set up mature Spirit-led elders (plural) in the local  ekklesia that they established. Incidentally, when Paul
installed plural elders in a city or town he left them to Holy Spirit to oversee the group. He didn’t become
their overseer or their ‘apostle’ – that’s a religious concept originating with the Judaizers11 and the clerics of
the Roman Catholic system.

To finally  answer the question,  “What’s  the  best  Bible”,  the accurate  answer is  “None”.  All  Bibles are
renderings from Greek, Hebrew and Aramaic, and that means we won’t completely understand the text with
21st century translation, thinking and interpretation. On top of that, some texts were written by a person
speaking Aramaic, who wrote in Greek, which was translated into English, with Latin ideas included from
the translator’s Christianized mind. Even more disconcerting is that there are thousands of manuscripts of the
NT or parts of it,12 which no one knows if any of them are exactly as the initial writer penned the words.

That means, no Bible accurately represents the entire intended communication of the writers – NONE.

Where to then? If you must read a Bible or you’re limited to one from the lack of Spirit-directed Kingdom
teaching, you’ll need one. The guiding principle is to read it in your own language, selecting one that uses
your vocabulary or your vernacular (parlance). That’s critical, because it must speak to you clearly, so it’s a
real source of spiritual knowledge (as limited as it is). Here’s my advice, then:

• Choose the NKJV in preference to the KJV – If you must stick with the version King James forced his
translators to produce for him.

• Use the Amplified to get more of the nuance of the text – But be careful. It uses Christian doctrine
from times post-1st century to add explanations, which is just like circular reasoning (tautology or
faulty logic).

• The Passion Translation is quite good as it includes translations from the Aramaic – That was Jesus’s
and his disciple’s native language. 

• The MIRROR bible is the one I prefer as it isn’t constrained by existing Christian dogma – It also
translates from Greek, Hebrew and Aramaic. However, the whole NT hasn’t been completed yet.
There’s also no OT.

• The Living Bible and the Message are both modern translations in an easy to understand English.

The choice is yours. Either stick by faith with hearing from the Spirit and absorbing non-church system
teaching, or choose a Bible that you like. Check out BibleGateway13 for access to over 40 English translations
so you can get an idea of what they are like before selecting one. 

NOTE: The Passion Translation and the MIRROR Bible aren’t on BibleGateway.

Laurence
3-1-2023
(www.CanberraForerunners.org)
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(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)
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